This page: A copper roof and exterior
shingles bedeck the river-top home.
Opposite page: The graceful curves
of the home capture the natural flow
and rhythm of the surrounding water.

On the
Waterfront
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Perfectly at peace with its surroundings,
this river-topping residence looks as if
there’s no place else it was meant to be.
AlisonR.Crouch
» by
images by CameronNeilson/Fennell

With its gracefully curving exterior that undulates in an unexpected geometry, this waterside
structure is an island unto itself. And though the site
is most certainly unique—the floating house follows the rhythmic ebb
and flow of Portland’s Williamette River—it’s not the most compelling
aspect of this architectural tableau. Through its unique way of capturing the river’s primordial essence and mirroring its natural nuances,
this organic residence is not merely at one with the setting, rather it is
the setting.
Hope Floats » A lawyer who desired a light and airy summer
home on the water in Portland, the client wanted a modern design,
but the über-stark creations he saw during his search for an architectural firm left him cold. All that changed, however, when he viewed
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This page: Brazilian cherry floors warm
the home, while the home’s exposure to
the sun provides natural light. Opposite
page: An inviting living room opens to an
exterior deck, offering a stunning view of
the Williamette River.

the wait. The client agreed and tapped Oshatz’s firm for the project.
Thus marked the start of the job, which continued on a steady and
structured course, gaining shape as it progressed. “The rest of the
ideas and requests evolved over time as the project evolved,” Oshatz
said. The architect commenced the design process at the start of
2002 and finished the house in early 2006. The near 2,300-squarefoot structure took approximately a year to build.
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Robert Oshatz’s contemporary-yet-cozy residential portfolio. The
tipping point came when he viewed a home under-construction,
which sold him on Oshatz’s ability to translate his desires into concrete
realities.
“He liked the use of materials; he liked the warmth of the house,”
said Oshatz, principal of Portland-based Robert Harvey Oshatz,
Architect. Oshatz, who graduated from Arizona State University with
a bachelor in architecture also studied beneath Frank Lloyd Wright Jr.
during summers and after completing his degree. “He wanted something very warm feeling that wasn’t the white-box minimalist look.”
Initially, the client also wanted the home designed and built in one
year, but Oshatz convinced him that, while it would take longer than
365 days to conceive of and craft the structure, it would be well worth

Lofty Goals » Besides requesting an off-land locale, the client
also liked the idea of loft-style living and wanted a spacious feel
reflected in the home. “This was going to be a summer home, so it
didn’t have to be outrageously large, but (the homeowner) wanted it
to be comfortable. ... He wanted an open plan, with a bedroom suite
above, and he wanted to take advantage of the views of the river.”
Although floating homes are commonplace in the area—architectural genres of any type can be built on a platform—Oshatz’s two-story brainchild stands out because “it’s the only one that actually looks
like it was meant to be floating on the water,” he said of the dwelling,
his first foray into floating design. “It was designed to capture the flow
and rhythm of the river and would look inappropriate sitting on land.”
Waves of Change » As for fulfilling his client’s wishes—which
included an open plan, warm interior, a stunning view and a loft-like
quality—Oshatz tapped into the homeowner’s lifestyle requirements. “The idea is to design something that works for the way
the client wants to live and be protected from external elements. I
never really think about it in any other terms,” Oshatz said. Besides
the basics—the homeowner wanted an open, informal home that
evoked a warm feeling—Oshatz identified the client’s preferences
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This page: The kitchen cabinets were built with American cherry, as were many of the interior doors. Opposite page: The dwelling’s open floor plan provides
ready views of the river and allows the majority of the home to be lit by natural light.

for colors and textures, as well as the intangible, emotional aspects
the structure would embody. The curving walls impart a sensual
shape and, coupled with the “rhythm and the poetry of the river
and the constant movement of the water flowing down the river,”
they help create a gracious structure that is “at peace with itself and
comfortable for the client.”
Problem Solved » As is the case with all his projects, Oshatz
viewed this job pragmatically, systematically devising a design solution to suit the client. For instance, he employed exposed glulam
beams, which are available in abundance in the Northwest region
and evoke the welcoming warmth the client wanted. Oshatz selected
American cherry for many of the interior doors and cabinets. The
doors opposite the living room fireplace are stainless steel. Douglas
fir columns and ceiling decking continue the cozy aesthetic, and
Brazilian cherry complete the flooring. The home has a copper roof
and exterior shingles, and the glulams are an engineered wood from

sustainable forests. The house requires very little artificial lighting and
“basically none in the daytime,” Oshatz said.
While Oshatz does incorporate such eco-friendly features into
all his projects, he doesn’t consider them a novel nuance. “From my
standpoint as a designer, I feel like I’ve been doing it all my life; it’s
just good architecture,” he said. “I incorporate cross-ventilation and
work with the exposure of the sun. I never think of (these features) as
something special. It’s just what I do.”
A Fluid Foundation » Besides the structure’s composition,
the site adds to the home’s mystique. While it appears to defy
logic and possibility, according to Oshatz, the design is actually
quite simple. “You don’t use a level because the structure is in
constant movement,” he explained. “So you build a platform
that’s level, and then you work your way up.” Crews kept all the
columns perpendicular to the platform and added Styrofoam
floats beneath to keep it afloat. When necessary, they tweaked
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This page: The placement of the
master bedroom on the second floor
allows privacy without separating it
from the open floor plan. Opposite
page: The curved Douglas fir-decked
ceiling creates an intimate setting in
the master bathroom sitting area.

6901 S.E. OAK PARK WAY,
SLIP #4
Design Team: Robert Oshatz, architect Engineer: TKSE
Consulting Engineers (structural) Interiors: Robert Oshatz,
Architect General Contractor: Even Construction Owner: Randall Fennell Design: January 2002–June 2004 Construction: July 2004–Feburary 2006 Float Structural
System: Douglas Fir logs; steel stringers; 6 feet, 6 inches on
center House Structural System:Douglas Fir curved glue
laminated beams and glue laminated post; 6 feet, 6 inches on
center, with 2x4 Douglas Fir decking in between Exterior
Composition: Red Cedar shingles, copper roofing, glass
Interior Composition: Brazilian cherry floors, Douglas Fir
decking, drywall, glass, granite slab, tiles Cabinetry: Quartersawn American cherry Doors, Hardware: Quarter-sawn
American cherry Windows: Field-glazed 1-inch insulated glass
and Douglas Fir Loewen access windows Fixtures: American
Standard Square Footage: 2,364 (1,612 on main floor, 752
on loft) Cost: Withheld at owner’s request For more information: Robert Harvey Oshatz, Architect; P.O. Box 19091,
Portland, OR 97280; 503.635.4243; www.oshatz.com
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the floats to make the structure appear level with the waterline.
Though the water keeps the home in perpetual motion, you don’t
have any sense that it’s moving when you’re inside, according to Oshatz. Save for one element, that is. “Over the kitchen island, there are
three pendant lights, and they’re constantly swinging,” he added.
Rhyme and Reason » According to Oshatz, every dwelling has
its own sense of poetry, and his objective is to harness that in a neverbeen-done-before way. “My job is to capture that sense of poetry,” he
said, “and to translate it to the architecture that’s appropriate for the
client based upon the program.”
The river his muse, the setting woven into the design like lyrical
verses, it’s apparent that Oshatz captured an unrivaled cadence in this
creation. “The structure is at peace with itself and comfortable for the
client,” Oshatz said.
Although this project was Oshatz’s first floating home, it’s almost
certainly not his last. What is certain, however, is that his next program
will differ drastically from this one. “I try to do something that’s special
to each individual site and reflects the personality of each individual
client,” Oshatz said. “I don’t want to repeat myself.”

Living Room
Dinning Room
Kitchen
Wine Celler
Office
Guest Room

7. Deck
8. Bathroom
9. Closet
10. Master Bedroom
11. Entry
12. Bulk Storage

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Laundry
Shower
Tub
Seat
Open To Below
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